Upgrade Your Office 365 Security
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The reality of
businesses today

In this era of digital transformation, an organisation’s most valuable asset is its data, yet
many enterprises are struggling to ensure that their data stays secure, as the number
and sophistication of online threats increases.

365SecurityREADY helps your organisation in understanding its current security posture, identifying and adopting
the most appropriate Microsoft security tools that will better protect your business-critical data, guard against accidental
sharing of sensitive information, enhance data protection in Cloud applications, and improve compliance.

How it works?
Upgrade security of your Office 365 to protect against threats and data loss by deploying

365SecurityREADY, a 2 to 4 weeks once-off engagement, which is based on the following 3-step approach:
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* The compliance workshop is applicable only for the Premium plan as an add-on

365SecurityREADY
Deployment Plans
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Threat Protection:
Mobile Device Management (MDM) for corporate-owned PCs,
laptops, and mobile devices
Mobile Application Management (MAM) for protecting corporate
data on personal devices
Wipe corporate data from lost or stolen devices
Advanced Threat Protection - protection against sophisticated
threats hidden in email attachments and links
Always up to date device protection using next-gen prevention
technology towards viruses, malware and ransomware threats
Conditional Access - maintain control over how company data is
accessed (based on geo-location, device state or user group)
Risk-based Conditional Access - ability to request for a password
reset, enforce dual factor authentication or even block access, if
users' sign-in session is marked as risky
Attack Simulator - ability to run simulations of realistic attack
scenarios in your organisation, which can help you identify
vulnerabilities and take preventive actions
Information Protection:
Discovery, classification, labelling and protection of sensitive
information
Protect local data at rest and in use on devices
Restrict copying or saving of corporate data to unauthorized
apps & locations
Configure conditions for automatic and recommended
classification
Privileged access management – monitor, control and audit
administrative tasks
Workshop:
365SecurityREADY – Security workshop
365SecurityREADY - Compliance workshop
The plans include consulting, planning, design & implementation services, and exclude any Microsoft licenses
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